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The Principality Of Nojah

The Principality of Nojah, is a island chain Nation on the planet Xuno.

About

The principality is a neutral state, only having been involved in the first major war that occurred on the
planet. They have been left out of every one after that.

Government: Fiefdom

Head of State: Travis McGuire

Capital: Quakes

Population: 350 million

History

The Principality of Nojah, is a island chain Nation that exist in neutrality only being involved in the first
major war that occured. They have been left out of every one after that. They have a very small military
and rely on tourism and trade to stay alive. They produce exotic plant life and materials such as uranium
and Chromium, which is rare everywhere else. They have a Prince who rules the country and his name is
Travis McGuire. His rule over their lands has brought great prosperity to their land through environmental
protection and industrialization. Their population reaches 350 million and their military is only, 800
thousand.

Technology

The technology that The Principality of Nojah has consist of mainly conventional weaponry. They have
mostly semiautomatic assault rifles and some LMGs. Though they're only made to be used against other
people, not armor. They do also have grenades and some types of primitive grenade launchers. Their
vehicles are not the most advanced either. Only having a few cars that have a max speed of 40 mph.
Their armored vehicles, tanks, have think steel and chromium armor but are very slow. However their
cannons are effective. (WW1 Technology)

Territory

The Principality of Nojah is a large island nation, consisting of hundreds of islands in the far west. They
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own almost every island west of the continent. With their vast exotic resources, they’re a large tourist
location with tropical locations and lush farm lands.

Quakes

The capital of the Principality, it is located in the center of the largest island. Called Nojami Island. With
the large amounts of tropics and grand views, Quakes is one of the most visited places with a population
of 14 million.

Yullo

This city is the most important in the entire Principality. It is responsible for the only place on the planet
that mines Plutonium, Thorium, and Uranium. As well as it’s other lush exotic metals. It’s population only
reaching 10 million, it’s mainly protected by 10 thousand troops at all times.

Vaul-ka'hate

This is the oldest city in the Principality, also being located on Nojami Island. It was the original capital
around 300 years ago. Having castles and ancient sites scattered all over the place. It’s current
population is only 1.03 million.
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